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I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Petitioner requests IPR and cancellation of claims 1-53 of the ’7907 patent 

(Ex. 1001).1  These claims are directed to a video-on-demand (“VOD”) system that 

allows the viewer to use a computer—instead of a set-top box—to remotely control 

the display of video content.  The ’7907 patent explains that, when it was filed in 

2000, VOD systems already allowed a viewer to use a television set-top box to 

remotely control the display of video content.  (’7907 patent, 1:23-35.)  However, 

the ’7907 patent emphasized that using a set-top box for remote control was 

undesirable because it was a “special component” that could not be used for other 

purposes, such as “offer[ing] a selection of displays and bandwidths.”  (’7907 

patent, 1:38-43.)  The ’7907 patent attempts to overcome this alleged shortcoming 

by simply replacing the set-top box with a computer that allows the viewer to 

remotely control video content displayed on the television, using a high bandwidth 

to transfer the video content, or displayed on the computer itself, using a lower 

bandwidth to transfer the video content.  (’7907 patent, 1:46-55, Abstract.) 

But the concept of using a computer to replace a set-top box for remotely 

controlling video content displayed on a television or on the computer itself was 

well-known before the ’7907 patent.  Ellis discloses this same video-on-demand 

                                           
1 In a separate, concurrently filed Inter Partes Review Petitions, IPR2019-01135 

and IPR2019-01139, Petitioner request cancellation of the same claims from the 

’7907 patent. 
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system.  Ellis identified the same problem with set-top boxes as the ’7907 patent.  

(Ellis, 1:37-45.)  And Ellis sought to solve this problem with the same solution as 

the ’7907 patent by disclosing the use of a remote program access device to 

remotely select video content and direct the system to send and play the selected 

video content either on the remote program access device or television equipment.  

(Ellis, 2:47-60, 5:9-12, 9:42-49, Fig. 2d.)   

Beyond Ellis, the concept of using a computer to remotely control a video 

system was known as early as 1991 in Browne and continued to be a known 

concept of controlling a VOD system, as shown in Yosuke and Humpleman, before 

the invention of the ’7907 patent.  Similarly, the concept of varying the bandwidth 

for transmitting video content depending on the display has also been a known 

concept for providing user flexibility, as demonstrated in Yosuke.  Accordingly, the 

’7907 patent’s claimed technology was well-known prior to the invention of the 

’7907 patent, and rendered obvious by the art submitted in this Petition. 

II. THE ’7907 PATENT 

A. Overview of the ’7907 Patent 

 The ’7907 patent’s three independent claims (1, 21, and 41) are generally 

directed to methods and systems for using a computer to remotely control a VOD 

system, and offering the user the choice of transferring the selected video content 

to either a television or to the computer itself at different bandwidths.  (’7907 
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